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180 BOOK REVIEWS
tain parts are very elementary, while oth-
ers are dealt with in a rather more terse
and advanced fashion. I did wonder how
the typical student would fare with some
of the advanced material, especially in the
ﬁnal chapters; it may be that all but the
most talented students would have diﬃculty
there. On the other hand, the intention of
the book is clearly to provide a general in-
troduction at the beginning, and here it cer-
tainly succeeds. The discussion of advanced
topics toward the end, on the other hand,
though brief, oﬀers useful rough ideas and
impressions about the issues and solution
techniques, if not a deep understanding.
The interested student may well be moti-
vated to pursue things further and seek out
a standard reference text or take a more
advanced course on ﬂuid mechanics.
The text states that a knowledge of only
Newtonian mechanics and ordinary diﬀer-
ential equations is needed before setting
out to digest this book. It struck me that
the most necessary prerequisite would be a
course on diﬀerential equations, including
some partial diﬀerential equations. Other-
wise, the concept of the partial diﬀerential
ﬂuid equations of ﬂuid mechanics might be
a little daunting and the separable solution
of Laplace’s equation in spherical polar co-
ordinates, for example, overly mysterious.
The book gives basic theory along with
exercises and assignments. The text (or
course) would likely be far more insight-
ful and beneﬁcial to the student if these
problems were worked out in detail. If one
were to use the text in class (as a component
of a larger course), perhaps close integra-
tion with the Multi-Media Fluid Mechanics
DVD (Cambridge University Press, 2008)
would also be very successful. The mate-
rial was apparently used for a short course
by the author and his colleagues. Lasting
for about thirty hours over the duration of
three weeks, the amount of material covered
looks impressive.
NEIL BALMFORTH
University of British Columbia
Assignment Problems. By Rainer Burkard,
Mauro Dell’Amico, and Silvano Martello. SIAM,
Philadelphia, 2009. $110.00. xx+382 pp., hard-
cover. ISBN 978-0-898716-63-4.
This book is a comprehensive treatment of
the various categories of assignment prob-
lems: linear sum, bottleneck, algebraic, bal-
anced, quadratic, and multi-index. It be-
gins with the origins of the discipline in the
early 20th century, in its various guises, and
progresses to modern results and an exten-
sive bibliography totaling 669 references.
This well-written book should be suitable
as a graduate-level textbook, or as a refer-
ence or guide for the researcher not already
heavily involved in the ﬁeld.
If we have n women and n men and a
known symmetric relationship of “friend-
ship” between women and men, can we
form n marriages where every marriage
pairs a woman and a man who are already
“friends”? Suppose now that rather than
binary friendship, we have each woman and
each man provide a total ordering of all the
potential spouses. Can we form nmarriages
where, in any unmarried pair of a woman
and man, either the man prefers his cur-
rent wife, or the woman prefers her current
husband? In other words, can we marry
everybody so that there is no temptation
to form a new marriage where both parties
to the new marriage would prefer their new
spouse? The latter is known as the “stable
marriage problem.” These types of match-
ing problems are the most basic discussed
in this book and it should not be too hard
to imagine their application to other op-
timization problems that are not quite as
fanciful.
After a precise and concise overview
in the ﬁrst chapter, the second chapter
presents historical and mathematical dis-
cussions of several related areas of discrete
mathematics. Combinatorial matrix the-
ory is represented by permutation matri-
ces through a theorem of Frobenius (1917)
and by the assignment polytope through a
theorem of Birkoﬀ (1946). Graph theory is
represented by the search for matchings in
bipartite graphs through Ko¨nig’s matching
theorem (1916) and Hall’s marriage theo-
rem (1935). Combinatorial optimization is
represented by ﬂows in networks through
the Ford–Fulkerson “max-ﬂow equals min-
cut” theorem (1956). With Chapter 2 also
containing mentions of the work of a wide
range of inﬂuential mathematicians, such as
Cayley, Edmonds, Klee, and Brualdi, one
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gets a good sense of the history of this topic
and its wide appeal.
Early chapters concentrate on which of
the various theorems are equivalent and
which are generalizations of others, along
with their relationship to assignment prob-
lems. Here, as throughout the text, proofs
are given carefully and completely, a very
welcome feature. These careful proofs are a
big part of why this should be an excellent
text for a graduate student who already
has some experience with the techniques of
discrete mathematics (such as a previous
course in graph theory or combinatorial op-
timization). Where the text strays from the
central topics, careful references are given,
such as several early references to Schrijver
[1, 2].
Later chapters concentrate on more re-
cent developments by formulating varia-
tions on the basic linear sum assignment
problem. The goal is to present the state
of the art in current research and the text
always indicates where further research is
most desirable. There is a consistent ef-
fort throughout to provide applications of
the problems described. For a listing of the
chapters, including subsection titles, see the
complete table of contents posted on the
book’s website.
Speaking of the book’s website, at
www.assignmentproblems.com there is a
collection of some related software. The
“Didactic Software” are collections of Java
applets which allow a reader to step through
an algorithm and clearly see its results,
for example, by highlighting edges or ver-
tices of a graph. They seem very nicely
done and useful for learning the material.
Other software is raw code, ready to com-
pile, in languages like Fortran or C++,
from a variety of sources. If there is any
explicit licensing of this software, the re-
viewer was unable to locate it even after
examining a few source code ﬁles. While
the coverage and age of these routines
are variable, a student or instructor may
still ﬁnd them useful. Incorporated in a
mainstream open source package such as
Sage, they could be even more useful. In
addition to selective coverage with source
code, the book includes excellent and de-
tailed pseudocode for the principal algo-
rithms.
The website also includes a (very short)
list of errors and, along with the software,
PDF ﬁles taken straight from the book con-
taining a few pages introducing the type of
problem the software solves. For the unde-
cided purchaser, these are good samples of
the book’s content and style.
This is an excellent book for gradu-
ate study (including preparation for thesis
work). It should be useful to researchers and
practitioners who can use the book to as-
certain known results and follow references
to the literature as needed. The provided
software and pseudocode should be useful
for teaching and learning, and perhaps for
production work. It should be part of any
library that supports a graduate mathe-
matics program or industrial applications
of discrete optimization.
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Stochastic programming emerged as a new
ﬁeld with the pioneering paper [4] by
Dantzig, whose main result was that, in the
case of linear constraints with a random
right-hand side and a convex cost function,
the resulting problem was convex. There-
fore, some of these problems could be solved
using the technology of that time, either
linear programming or the cutting plane
algorithm [7]. Another early contribution
was the paper [3] by Charnes and Cooper
on chance-constrained programming, i.e.,
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